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          CB 750                    75 - 750                         40                              6                            £361

         CB 1500                 150 - 1500                       60                             12                           £413

         CB 3000                 300 - 3000                       83                             32                           £514

           Model                         WLL                 Bulb thickness                Weight                       Price 
                                               kg*                           mm                            kg*                             £*

Bulb section clamps
Working load limit (WLL) 750 - 3000kg

The CB bulb section clamps  are to  be  used  when  lifting,  transporting  and
turning bulb section plate or fabrications containing bulb section plate up to a
surface hardness of HRC 30/Brinell 300.

They attach to the plate from the bulb side and once offered up to the sections
they are locked in place by the jaw locking lever.

The design allows the clamp to be used individually, however for longer sections
they should be used in pairs in conjunction with a spreader beam.

*Per clamp.       • Please contact our sales team for full technical drawings.

*Per clamp.     NB: These clamps are to be used in pairs. All details above are per clamp.

      Model              WLL                Jaw              A            B            C            D            E             F            G            H            Weight            Price
                                                 capacity                                                                                                                                                           
                                kg*                 mm             mm        mm         mm         mm        mm         mm         mm        mm             kg*                   £*

    TTT 0.75             750               0 - 20           225        142          70           45          70          106          16           16                3                 £281

     TTT 1.5             1500              0 - 35           225        180          80           56          70          120          19           20                6                 £366

     TTT 3.0             3000              0 - 40           225        195          84           60          75          125          19           25               10                £500

     TTT 4.5             4500              0 - 45           225        222         105          65          90          147          22           30               16                £673

Horizontal girder clamp
(WLL) 750 - 4500kg

The TTT horizontal girder clamps have been
designed to be used in pairs and can be used on
girders up to a surface hardness of HRC 30/Brinell 300.

The unique design of the split toe allows long sections
of girders to be lifted with out the use of a spreader
beam. This is achieved by using a pair of clamps
with a 2-legged chain sling.

Illustration of
use with two

clamps and a
2-legged

chain sling

TTT HORIZONTAL GIRDER CLAMPS (SPLIT TOE PLATE)
TO BE 

USED IN
PAIRS*




